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Abstract: Cloud is service-oriented computing emerged as a cost-effective paradigm for distributed applications because of its unique features. Distributed Datacenters of the cloud service provider allowed researchers to do their research in Cloud environment with the factors like increasing availability, reducing response time, Fault tolerance, performance etc. This paper aims at Problem of data selection from database for partitioning, Partitioning the databases relations, placing the partition in different data centers of the cloud with respect to Cloud Hosted Database. Scope of this work will focus on read intensive data operations/queries.

In this paper, we focused on data selection and data partitioning technique so as to reduce overall network latency on cloud hosted database. General log is for finding the frequently accessed rows from the database. Experiment is carried on Amazon RDS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is a service model that provides on demand network access to computing resources to user over the internet. Computing resources include servers, network, database, storage etc. Services provided by Cloud computing is called as XaaS(Everything-as-a Service). Database-as-a Service (DaaS) is one of the services that cloud provides to the users. Database stored in Cloud Servers are of 2 types. One is Relational database and other is NOSQL.

SQL:

Traditional database systems for storage are based on the relational model and are accessed by the language called as Structured Query Language (SQL). The relational database is a data structure where data is stored in the form of multiple tables and each table is having key or index to access row.

The relational model has its advantages in the documentation, simplicity, familiarity, data integrity and reliability [31]. Relational database model on cloud environment has advantageous as it can handle more complex queries and aggregation.

Disadvantages of SQL on the cloud are scalability, performance, security. As multiple data centers are present in nowadays, a relation between the data in one of the challenging task when it comes to the scalability issue.

Security is another issue as RDBMS implementations in the cloud are vulnerable to SQL injection [31]. Still, RDBMS is universally considered the best choice for NOSQL as it guarantees ACID properties of the transaction. Applications were highly structured data and complex settings are required, RDBMS should be used rather than NOSQL. Another disadvantage of SQL is time consuming in designing of an overall schema for the database. Amazon RDS and Microsoft SQL Azure are the famous examples of the relational database on a cloud.

SQL service offerings by Cloud Service Providers

AWS RDS

The Amazon Relational Database Service is a service provided by AWS for managing Relational database. Using SQL, users can access the data stored in the database.AWS provides cost-effective, self-managed, industry-standard,
scalable relational database service through RDS [32].

When availability and reliability is concerned, RDS is provides automated read-replicas those are stored in multiple regions across the world. During updates, RDS provides maintenance window.

**IBM DB2**

IBM DB2 is collection of servers developed by IBM for Linux, Windows, Unix with features like low administration, low cost

Most of the research work has been carried out regarding increasing availability, replication, partitioning, and data placement with respect to DaaS. In this paper, we focus on Relational database as a part of DaaS. This paper focuses on following problem with respect to Cloud Hosted Database

1. Problem of data selection from database for partitioning
2. Strategy for partitioning the database

1. **Data selection for partitioning**

Traditional way of increasing availability is through replication of complete schema or database at different data centers in the cloud. But when replication strategy has been adopted then it is difficult in taking decision of number of replicas and where to place those replicas [12]. Amount of data to be replicate is also a challenging issue as it directly affects on cost of data transfer.

Instead of replicating complete schema from database we select only important data should be replicated. Now this selection of the data based on factors like frequently accessed, workload aware etc.[14][20]. In our approach, we identify those rows from each schema which have been accessed frequently. This approach does the analysis of access pattern of database for each user.

2. **Partitioning the data**

Partitioning the relational database on cloud is performed for achieving 1. Scaling the single database 2. Granual placement and load balancing [33].

Aim of partitioning the schema based on access pattern is to increase the performance by decreasing data access cost. Horizontal and vertical are two partitioning techniques available for dividing the database relation into multiple fragments. Our approach will create partition from the original schema, and it will contain only those tuples which have been accessed frequently.

**II. LITERATURE SURVEY:**

### 1. Data selection strategies

Jon Olav Hauglid[13] et al. presented a paper for dynamic fragmentation and replica management on distributed database. He presented a strategy for fragmentation, replication and reallocation so as to reduce remote data access. This strategy is based on history of data access. Results are produced using DASCOSA distributed database but not on Cloud platform.

Rimma Nehme[19] et al. published a paper on Automated Partitioning Design in Parallel Database Systems. In this paper an author presented a partitioning advisor that recommends which data is to be replicated and which columns should be distributed across the network.

### 2. Data Placement strategies

Jinghui Zhang[34] et al. proposed an approach “Efficient Location-Aware Data Placement for Data-Intensive Applications in Geo-distributed Scientific Data Centers”. He proposed a method in which data should be placed closer to the application for reducing network latency. He has implemented this approach for scientific data not for database.

Abdul Quamar[2] et al. presented a paper on “SWORD: Scalable Workload-Aware Data Placement for Transactional Workloads”. He proposed a approach for data partitioning and replicating the data based on transactional workload. This approach considered for OLTP workloads. Transparency is not provided by this approach.

**III. METHODOLOGY:**

Objectives of the the approach are

1. To identify the data from Cloud hosted Database based on frequency of user’s data access request.
2. To find strategy for data partition transparently.

#### Data Selection Strategy

Whenever user executes the query, database server stores the log of each executed query at back end. Log analysis based on general log, slow log etc. to find out which tables have been accessed frequently and from which region it is accessed. Finding data access pattern includes most frequently accessed tables, columns, rows, join attributes, IP address of application, AWS region etc.

#### Data Partitioning and Replication

Identify the rows from the tables which have been accessed frequently with some threshold value. Use proper horizontal partitioning technique for partitioning the table dynamically. Replicate this data by creating copy of replication.

**Data Selection Strategy**

Let S be the Schema in the database.

\[
FREQ_T \text{ be the frequency of the tuple T from S accessed by any user } U. \\
FREQ_THRESHOLD \text{ be the threshold frequency calculated by empirical analysis or by experiment.} \\
F(T) = 1 \text{ if } FREQ_T > FREQ_THRESHOLD \\\n0 \text{ if } FREQ_T < FREQ_THRESHOLD
\]

\[S_{PART} = \{ T \mid T \in S \text{ and } T \text{ satisfies } F(T) \}\]

Objective of this method is to find out \(S_{PART}\)

**Data Placement**

Once the data is partitioned by strategy mentioned in Phase 2, data placement strategy finds the region for placing the partitioned data based on following factors

- Access Time for execution of query.
- Performance

Once the data selection algorithm identifies the data to be replicate, replication algorithm replicate this data to the nearest AWS region to avail advantage of data locality property.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiments are carried out on AWS RDS and using database client- HeadisQL. Once the instance created on AWS-RDS analysis is logged on to general log file. To work with data selection from the database, we focused on answering following questions

1. Which tables have been accessed most?
2. Which columns have been accessed most?
3. Identifying the AWS region from where most request have been requested?
4. Identifying the number of times each type of query fired?
5. Most number of times rows have been accessed?

JSQLparser is used for analyzing the each query from general log file to find out answers for each questions mentioned above. Following are the results achieved during our experiments.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on following problems: Problem of data selection from database for partitioning, partitioning the databases relations with respect to Cloud Hosted Database. Advantage of this work is to minimize the network latency for user by storing frequently accessed data in region nearer to the user. This approach will be effective for data intensive application hosted on cloud environment.
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